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LA CONCHA KEY WEST PRESENTS ISLAND-INSPIRED FARE WITH 430 DUVAL 

 

KEY WEST, Fla. (October 1, 2014) – La Concha Key West,the shining star of Duval Street presenting 

a chic and lively atmosphere capped with approachable hospitality, announces the opening of 

the new restaurant 430 Duval.A sophisticated and unique space, 430 Duval evokes a city chic 

vibe with a casually hip atmosphere.  

 

Situated in the grand lobby of La Concha Key West, 430 Duval offers enticing island-inspired 

small plates and fresh local seafood accented with bold Caribbean spices. Guests dine in sleek 

high-back chairs or intimate banquettes, perfect for couples or lively groups. Twinkling 

candlelight surrounds contemporary décor dotted with nautical accents, while neutral 

furnishings with contrasting textures create a calming and romantic atmosphere. A modern 

escape from the conventional Duval Street venues, 430 Duval presents a refreshing refuge for 

island residents and travelers.Entertaining bar mixologists complete the experience with 

signature 430 Duval cocktails as the mingling crowd takes advantage of the daily happy hour 

beginning at 4:30 p.m. 

  

430 Duval is open from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. serving breakfast, lunch and dinner. Menu highlights 

include Caribbean Spiced Key West Pink Shrimp, Orange Blossom Honey Glazed Florida Spiny 

Lobster Tostones, Cuban Espresso Dusted Black Angus Beef Tenderloin and Cumin Citrus Rubbed 

Heritage Pork Chop. Cooling cocktails include fresh fruit infused mojitos, a variety of martinis and 

spirited libations. 

 

Providing a refreshing escape with the new wine bar Wine-O, a rooftop spa and outdoor pool, 

La Concha Key West is the pulse of the island worthy of its landmark status. After enjoying fresh 

coastal creations at 430 Duval, guests sip signature beverages from the lobby bar or the island’s 

only Starbucks as they lounge on street front balconies soaking in the surrounding the energy 

and incomparable sunsets.   

 

With a myriad of choice, Key West’s Duval Collection presents an eclectic assortment of inns, 

resorts and amenities creating the best stories and service in the southernmost tip of the U.S. 

Boasting an array of distinct accommodations, dining outlets, bars, tropical pools, rejuvenating 

spas, a private beach and endless options for entertainment, guests enjoy access to the energy 

of Duval Street via the exclusive Duval Street Cruiser. Comprised of Pier House Resort & Spa, La 

Concha Key West, The Southernmost House and The Inn at Key West, the diverse collection 

embraces the true spirit of the island from sunrise to sunset.  

 

To learn more about Duval Collection, visit www.laconchakeywest.comor call (305) 296-2991. 

 

### 

 
About Remington Hotels 

Remington Hotels is an independent, full-service hotel management company with more than 40 years of 

experience in the hospitality field. With proven operating practices and comprehensive in-house 

capabilities, Remington Hotels demonstrates a unique understanding of the hotel business in all phases of 

the economic cycle, pioneering successfulventures in project, property and asset management. As the 

premier service provider to the hospitality industry, Remington Hotels delivers outstanding results to owners 

and investors, as well as brands, guests and associates. 
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